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A recent innovation in computational learning theory is the statistical
query (SQ) model. The advantage of specifying learning algorithms in
this model is that SQ algorithms can be simulated in the probably
approximately correct (PAC) model, both in the absence and in the
presence of noise. However, simulations of SQ algorithms in the PAC
model have non-optimal time and sample complexities. In this paper,
we introduce a new method for specifying statistical query algorithms
based on a type of relative error and provide simulations in the noise-
free and noise-tolerant PAC models which yield more efficient
algorithms. Requests for estimates of statistics in this new model take
the following form: ``Return an estimate of the statistic within a 1\+
factor, or return =, promising that the statistic is less than %.'' In
addition to showing that this is a very natural language for specifying
learning algorithms, we also show that this new specification is poly-
nomially equivalent to standard SQ, and thus, known learnability and
hardness results for statistical query learning are preserved.

We then give highly efficient PAC simulations of relative error SQ
algorithms. We show that the learning algorithms obtained by simulat-
ing efficient relative error SQ algorithms both in the absence of noise
and in the presence of malicious noise have roughly optimal sample
complexity. We also show that the simulation of efficient relative error
SQ algorithms in the presence of classification noise yields learning
algorithms at least as efficient as those obtained through standard
methods, and in some cases improved, roughly optimal results are
achieved. The sample complexities for all of these simulations are based
on the d& metric, which is a type of relative error metric useful for quan-
tities which are small or even zero. We show that uniform convergence
with respect to the d& metric yields ``uniform convergence'' with respect
to (+, %) accuracy.

Finally, while we show that many specific learning algorithms can be
written as highly efficient relative error SQ algorithms, we also show, in
fact, that all SQ algorithms can be written efficiently by proving general
upper bounds on the complexity of (+, %) queries as a function of the
accuracy parameter =. As a consequence of this result, we give general

upper bounds on the complexity of learning algorithms achieved
through the use of relative error SQ algorithms and the simulations
described above. ] 1998 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we focus on the development of efficient,
fault-tolerant algorithms for learning in the probably
approximately correct (PAC) model [19]. An algorithm for
PAC learning a class of functions (concepts) uses examples
drawn from an oracle (the environment) in order to
approximate a hidden target function selected from the
class. The examples are labelled according to the hidden
function. Although the goal of the learner is to output an
approximation (hypothesis) which has error at most =>0,
it is allowed probability $>0 of failing to meet this criteria.
Two important complexity measures of algorithms in this
setting are their time complexity and sample complexity
(number of examples drawn from the oracle). The sample
complexity is often crucial due to the scarcity of training
data in many situations.

In addition to developing learning algorithms for the
standard PAC setting described above, for many applica-
tions it is important to develop learning algorithms which
are robust in that they tolerate errors in the training data.
Two formalizations of learning with faulty data are the
variants of the PAC model with classification noise and
malicious errors. In these models, the classification of exam-
ples or the entire examples themselves, respectively, may
be corrupted, yet the goal of the learner remains to
approximate the underlying target function with respect to
noise-free examples.

A recently developed tool for creating efficient, noise-
tolerant, learning algorithms is the statistical query (SQ)
model [14]. In this model, instead of using labelled exam-
ples, the algorithm asks for the estimates of the values of
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statistics defined over the distribution of labelled examples.
This model may be viewed as a restriction on the way an
algorithm uses the PAC example oracle since the example
oracle could be used to simulate these statistical queries.
However, this restriction has been found to be quite mild in
that most every class of concepts which is learnable in the
PAC model is also learnable by statistical queries [14].
The most important use of the SQ model stems from the
property that statistical queries can also be simulated with
the use of noisy example oracles. Specifically, an SQ algo-
rithm can be simulated in the PAC model in the presence of
classification noise, malicious errors, attribute noise and
even hybrid models combining these different noises [6�8,
14].

A key parameter in the complexity of the PAC algorithm
generated by the simulation of SQ algorithms is the
tolerance of the SQ algorithm, {

*
, which quantifies the

largest additive error that the SQ algorithm can tolerate
when receiving an answer to its most sensitive query. The
limitation of the additive model is evident in even the
standard, noise-free simulation of additive error statistical
query algorithms [14], which uses 0(1�{2

*
) examples. Since

1�{
*

=0(1�=) for all SQ algorithms [14], this simulation
effectively uses 0(1�=2) examples. This is clearly suboptimal
when compared to the basically tight general upper and
lower bounds on the noise-free sample complexity whose
dependence on = is 3� (1�=) [5, 9].1

Thus, while there is an incentive for developing algo-
rithms in the statistical query model due to the noise
tolerance gained, there is also a disincentive towards doing
so due to the inefficiency of the simulations: Algorithm
designers must choose between writing a single algorithm in
the SQ model to achieve both noise-free and noise-tolerant
learning and writing multiple algorithms in the various
noise-free and noise-tolerant PAC models in order to
achieve efficiency.

This 0(1�{2

*
)=0(1�=2) sample complexity results from

the worst-case assumption that large probabilities may need
to be estimated with small additive error. Either the nature
of statistical query learning is such that learning sometimes
requires the estimation of large probabilities with small
additive error or it is always sufficient to estimate each
probability with an additive error comparable to the prob-
ability. If the former were the case, then the present model
and simulations would be the best that one could hope for.
In this paper, we effectively show that the latter is true.

We accomplish the dual goal of efficiency and noise
tolerance by allowing a richer language for specification of
SQ algorithms and by providing nearly optimal simulations
of this richer language in the PAC model and its noise
variants. Specifically, we propose a new way of specifying
statistical query learning algorithms via relative error
statistical queries which effectively accomplishes the goal of
producing efficient algorithms in both the absence and the
presence of noise. In this model, the statistical queries are
asked with relative error (+, %), denoting that the algorithm
requests the value of a statistic within a relative factor
of 1\+, but does not require an answer if the value is
below %. We argue that relative error SQ learning is a very
natural model for specifying algorithms, and we use one
such example throughout the paper, a simple relative error
SQ algorithm for learning monotone conjunctions, in order
to demonstrate the ease of specification and power of this
new model.

Before giving PAC simulations for this new model, we
first demonstrate that polynomial learnability in this model
is equivalent to polynomial learnability in the additive error
SQ model. Thus, known learnability and hardness results
for additive error SQ learning are preserved in relative error
SQ learning. This includes the results of Kearns [14] show-
ing that almost all classes known to be PAC learnable are
learnable by additive error statistical queries, the hardness
result of Kearns [14] for learning parity functions, and the
general hardness results of Blum et al. [4] based on Fourier
analysis.

The advantages of the new model are then demonstrated
by the simulations of relative error SQ algorithms in the
noise-free PAC model, the malicious error PAC model, and
the classification noise PAC model. In each case, we deter-
mine the complexity of the PAC algorithm as a function of
the complexity of the SQ algorithm. In order to prove sam-
ple complexity bounds for these simulations, we make use of
the d& metric [13, 17]. Haussler gives sample complexity
bounds sufficient for uniform convergence, with respect to
the d& metric, of probabilities and their estimates based on
a sample. We relate this uniform convergence to uniform
convergence with respect to (+, %) accuracy, from which we
then determine sample complexities sufficient for relative
error SQ simulations.

As an example, we show how efficiently the relative error
SQ algorithm for monotone conjunctions is simulated. While
the previous noise-free and malicious error simulations of
the additive error SQ algorithm for conjunctions use
3� ((n2�=2) log(1�$)) examples and tolerate at most 3(=�n)
malicious error, our simulations of the relative error SQ
algorithm for conjunctions use 3� ((n�=) log(1�$)) examples
while still tolerating up to 3(=�n) malicious error. We further
show improvements for learning the class of conjunctions
with few relevant variables, obtaining the best known result
for learning this class in the malicious error model.

192 ASLAM AND DECATUR

1 For asymptotically growing functions g, g>1, we define O� (g) to mean
O(g logc g) for some constant c�0. For asymptotically shrinking func-
tions g, 0<g<1, we define O� (g) to mean O(g logc(1�g)) for some constant
c�0. We define 0� similarly for constants c�0. Finally, we define %� to
mean both O� and 0� . This asymptotic notation, read ``soft-O,'' ``soft-
Omega,'' and ``soft-Theta,'' is convenient for expressing bounds while
ignoring lower-order factors. Note that it is somewhat different from the
standard soft-order notation.
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In the case of classification noise, the simulation for con-
junctions has the same sample complexity as the standard
simulation, 3� ((n2�(=2(1&2'b)2)) log(1�$)), where 'b is an
upper bound on the classification noise rate. Yet we also
give a relative error SQ algorithm for a different class, sym-
metric functions, whose simulation actually uses a roughly
optimal sample complexity of 3� ((n�(=(1&2'b)2)) log(1�$))
improving on the 3� ((n2�(=2(1&2'b)2)) log(1�$)) sample
size required by an additive error SQ simulation. Thus, we
show for the first time that a non-trivial class can be PAC
learned in polynomial time and in the presence of classifica-
tion noise using a sample size whose dependence on = is
o(1�=2).

Although we demonstrate the complexities of relative
error SQ simulations for specific classes, we are also inter-
ested in the complexity of these simulations for any arbitrary
class. We therefore examine the complexity of relative error
SQ algorithms in general. Since the complexity of the PAC
simulations depends on the parameters + and %, we focus on
these measures. We first note that large classes of algo-
rithms, including those for axis parallel rectangles and
various covering algorithms, work using a constant +, and
% only linear in =. Such conditions on (+, %) yield very
efficient PAC algorithms. Furthermore, we show general
upper bounds on the complexity of learning any class by
relative error SQ algorithms. These general upper bounds
state that if a class is polynomially learnable with any
efficiency by statistical queries (additive or relative) then
it is learnable by a relative error SQ algorithm using +
independent of = and %=0� (=). Thus, compared to the =
dependence of known simulations of standard additive error
SQ algorithms (which use 0� (1�=2) examples), our simula-
tion of relative error SQ algorithms requires only O� (1�=)
examples in the absence of noise. Furthermore, our simula-
tion uses O� (1�=) examples in the presence of malicious
errors, while retaining the 0� (=) error tolerance present in
the known simulation. Note that a linear dependence on 1�=
is optimal for both sample complexities [5, 9], and a linear
dependence on = is optimal for the error tolerance in the
malicious error model [15].

2. BACKGROUND

Before presenting the new model, we give formal defini-
tions of the other learning models used throughout this
paper. We begin by defining the example-based PAC learn-
ing model as well as the classification noise and malicious
error variants. We then define the standard additive error
statistical query model.

2.1. Example-Based PAC Learning

In an instance of PAC learning, a learner is given the task
of determining a close approximation of an unknown
[0, 1]-valued target function from labelled examples of that

function. The unknown target function f is assumed to be
an element of a known function class F defined over an
example space X. The example space X is typically either the
Boolean hypercube [0, 1]n or n-dimensional Euclidean
space Rn. We use the parameter n to denote the common
length of examples x # X.

We assume that the examples are distributed according to
some unknown probability distribution D on X. The learner
is given access to an example oracle EX( f, D) as its source of
data. A call to EX( f, D) returns a labelled example (x, l)
where the example x # X is drawn randomly and indepen-
dently according to the unknown distribution D, and the
label l= f (x). We often refer to a multiset of labelled exam-
ples drawn from an example oracle as a sample.

A learning algorithm draws a sample from EX( f, D) and
eventually outputs a hypothesis h from some hypothesis
class H defined over X. For any hypothesis h, the error rate
of h is defined to be the distribution weight of those exam-
ples in X where h and f differ. By using the notation
PrD[P(x)] to denote the probability of drawing an example
in X according to D, which satisfies the predicate P, we may
define error(h)=PrD[h(x){ f (x)]. We often think of H as
a class of representations of functions in F, and as such we
define size( f ) to be the size of the smallest representation in
H of the target function f.

The learner's goal is to output, with probability at least
1&$, a hypothesis h whose error rate is at most =, for
the given error parameter = and confidence parameter $.
A learning algorithm is said to be polynomially efficient if its
running time is polynomial in 1�=, 1�$, n and size( f ).

2.1.1. Classification Noise

In the classification noise model, the labelled example
oracle EX( f, D) is replaced by a noisy example oracle
EX '

CN( f, D). Each time this noisy example oracle is called,
an example x # X is drawn according to D. The oracle then
outputs (x, f (x)) with probability 1&' or (x, c f (x))
with probability ', randomly and independently for each
example drawn. Despite the noise in the labelled examples,
the learner's goal remains to output a hypothesis h which,
with probability at least 1&$, has error rate error(h)=
PrD[h(x){ f (x)] at most =.

While the learner does not typically know the exact value
of the noise rate ', the learner is given an upper bound 'b on
the noise rate, 0�'�'b<1�2, and the learner is said to be
polynomially efficient if its running time is polynomial in the
usual PAC learning parameters as well as 1�(1&2'b). (Note
that 1�(1&2'b) is linear in the inverse of the difference
between 1�2 and 'b).

2.1.2. Malicious Errors

In the malicious error model, the labelled example oracle
EX( f, D) is replaced by a noisy example oracle EX ;

MAL( f, D).

193STATISTICAL QUERY ALGORITHM
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When a labelled example is requested from this oracle, with
probability 1&;, an example x is chosen according to D
and (x, f (x)) is returned to the learner. With probability ;,
a malicious adversary selects any example x, selects a label
l # [0, 1], and returns (x, l). Again, the learner's goal is to
output a hypothesis h which, with probability at least 1&$,
has error rate error(h)=PrD[h(x){ f (x)] at most =.

2.2. Statistical Query Based Learning

In the SQ model, the example oracle EX( f, D) from the
standard PAC model is replaced by a statistics oracle
STAT( f, D). An SQ algorithm queries the STAT oracle for
the values of various statistics on the distribution of labelled
examples (e.g., ``What is the probability that a randomly
chosen labelled example (x, l) has variable x4=0 and
l=1?''), and the STAT oracle returns the requested
statistics within some specified additive error. Formally, a
statistical query is of the form [/, {], where / is a mapping
from labelled examples to [0, 1] (i.e., / : X_[0, 1] �
[0, 1]) corresponding to an indicator function for those
labelled examples about which a statistic is to be gathered,
while { is an additive error parameter. A call [/, {] to
STAT( f, D) returns an accurate estimate P� / of P/=PrD

[/(x, f (x))], in that P� / satisfies |P� /&P/ |�{.
A call to the STAT oracle can be simulated, with high

probability, by drawing a sufficiently large sample from the
example oracle and outputting the fraction of labelled
examples which satisfy / as the estimate P� / . Since the
required sample size depends polynomially on 1�{ and the
simulation time additionally depends on the time required
to evaluate /, an SQ learning algorithm is said to be polyno-
mially efficient if 1�{, the time required to evaluate each /,
and the running time of the SQ algorithm are all bounded
by polynomials in 1�=, n and size( f ). We let {

*
be a lower

bound on the additive error of every query made by an SQ
algorithm, and we say that an SQ learning algorithm uses
query space Q if it only makes queries of the form [/, {]
where / # Q.

3. STATISTICAL QUERIES WITH RELATIVE
ERROR ESTIMATES

In this section, we formally define the model of learning
from relative error statistical queries and relate learnability
in this new model to learnability in the standard model of
additive error statistical queries. We then give some exam-
ples which show that relative error SQ is a very natural
language for specifying learning algorithms.

3.1. The Relative Error SQ Model

Given the motivation described in the introduction, we
modify the standard model of statistical query learning to

allow for estimates to be requested with relative error. We
replace the additive error SQ oracle with a relative error
SQ oracle which accepts a query /, a relative error param-
eter +, and a threshold parameter %. The value P/=PrD

[/(x, f (x))] is defined as before. If P/ is less than the
threshold %, then the oracle may return the symbol =. If the
oracle does not return =, then it must return an estimate P� /

such that

P/(1&+)�P� /�P/(1++).

Note that the oracle may choose to return an accurate
estimate even if P/<%. A class is said to be learnable by
relative error statistical queries if it satisfies the same condi-
tions of additive error statistical query learning except we
instead require that 1�+ and 1�% are polynomially bounded.
Let +

*
and %

*
be lower bounds on the relative error and

threshold of every query made by an SQ algorithm. Given
this definition of relative error statistical query learning, we
have the following desirable equivalence which preserves
learnability and hardness results from the additive error SQ
model.

Theorem 1. F is polynomially learnable by additive
error statistical queries if and only if F is polynomially learn-
able by relative error statistical queries.

Proof. One can take any query / to the additive error
oracle which requires additive error { and simulate it by
calling the relative error oracle with relative error { and
threshold {. If P� /==, then return 0; otherwise, return P� / .
Note that if P� /==, then P/<{, which implies that 0 is a
sufficiently accurate estimate. Conversely, if P� / {=, then P� /

must be within a multiplicative 1\{ factor of P/ or, equiv-
alently, within a \{P/ additive factor of P/ . Since {P/�{,
P� / is a sufficiently accurate estimate.

Similarly, one can take any query to the relative error
oracle which requires relative error + and threshold % and
simulate it by calling the additive error oracle with additive
error +%�3. If P� /<%(1&+�3), then return =; otherwise,
return P� / . Note that if P� /<%(1&+�3), then P/<%, which
implies that = is a valid response. Conversely, if P� /�
%(1&+�3), then we must ensure that P� / is within a 1\+
multiplicative factor of P/ . This is tantamount to showing
that +%�3�+P/ , which we demonstrate as follows:

P� /�%(1&+�3)

O P/�%(1&2+�3)

O +P/�+%(1&2+�3)

�+%(1&2�3)

=+%�3.
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In each direction, the simulation uses polynomially
bounded parameters if and only if the original algorithm
uses polynomially bounded parameters. K

3.2. A Natural Example of Relative Error SQ

We next examine a learning problem which has both a
simple additive error SQ algorithm and a simple relative
error SQ algorithm. We consider the problem of learning a
monotone conjunction of Boolean variables in which the
learning algorithm must determine which subset of the
variables [x1 , ..., xn] is contained in the unknown target
conjunction f.

Both algorithms attempt to construct a hypothesis h
which contains all the variables in the target function f and
thus correctly classifies all negative examples. These algo-
rithms further attempt to guarantee that for each variable xi

in h, the distribution weight of examples which satisfy
``xi=0 and f (x)=1'' is at most =�n. Therefore, the distribu-
tion weight of positive examples which h misclassifies is at
most =, and such a hypothesis has error rate at most =.

Consider the following query: /i (x, l).[xi=0 7 l=1].
P/i

is simply the probability that x i is false and f (x) is true.
Accurate knowledge of the value of P/i

is sufficient for find-
ing the type of hypothesis described above, since if variable
xi is in f, then P/i

=0, while if a variable xi not in f is
included in h, then the error due to this inclusion is at
most P/i

.
Using this strategy, an additive error SQ algorithm sub-

mits each query /i with additive error =�2n and includes all
variables for which the estimate P� /i

�=�2n. If P� /i
>=�2n,

then P/i
>0, so it is correct to not include variable xi . If

P� /i
�=�2n, then P/i

�=�n. Including variables of this type
will collectively incur an error of at most = on the positive
examples, and therefore this SQ algorithm satisfies the
learning criteria.

Note that the SQ oracle is constrained, by the specifica-
tion of the algorithm, to return an estimate of P/i

with
additive error at most =�2n, even if the value of the query is
quite large. A simple relative error SQ algorithm can be con-
structed which avoids this pitfall. The relative error SQ
algorithm submits each query /i with relative error 1�2 and
threshold =�n. All variables are included in the hypothesis
for which the estimate P� /i

=0 or =. This algorithm achieves
the same goals as the additive error SQ algorithm described
above, yet does so much more efficiently. Specifically, the
sample complexity of the standard, noise-free PAC simula-
tion of additive error SQ algorithms depends linearly on
1�{2

*
[14], while in Section 5, we show that the sample

complexity of a noise-free PAC simulation of relative error
SQ algorithms depends linearly on 1�(+2

*
%

*
). Note that in

the above algorithms for learning conjunctions, 1�{2

*
=

3(n2�=2) while 1�(+2

*
%

*
)=3(n�=).

The relative error SQ algorithms for many commonly
studied problems, including many covering algorithms,
learning k-decision lists, and learning axis parallel
rectangles over Rn, are similar to the algorithm for conjunc-
tions in that they use a constant +

*
and a %

*
which depends

only linearly on =. These relative error SQ algorithms yield
very efficient PAC algorithms. One may observe that this
property on (+, %) is achieved by noting that these
algorithms simply require answers to the type of question,
``Is P/ less than %, or is it greater than a 1&+ factor of %?''
where + is a constant such as 1�2, and % depends linearly on
=. We show in Section 6 that no learning problem requires
+

*
to depend on = and that the =-dependence of %

*
need only

be 0� (=).

4. RELATIVE ERROR (+, %) UNIFORM CONVERGENCE

In order to prove sample complexity bounds for the
simulations given in Section 5, we first derive the number of
examples required to answer (+, %) queries. Although simple
cases could be analyzed using Chernoff bounds on the tail of
a binomial distribution, we shall desire accurate estimates of
a possibly infinite set of probabilities through the use of a
single sample of data. We therefore look to take advantage
of uniform convergence results based on the Vapnik�
Chervonenkis dimension of the class of queries to be
estimated.

Consider the d& metric defined over the non-negative reals
as follows [13, 17]:

d&(r, s)=
|r&s|

&+r+s
.

Haussler [13, Def. 3 and Thms. 1 and 7] effectively proves
the following theorem on the sample size sufficient to ensure
uniform convergence, with respect to the d& metric, of
empirical estimates to true probabilities.

Theorem 2 (Haussler). Let G be a set of [0, 1]-valued
functions and for a given g # G, let E(g) be the true proba-
bility of drawing an example x such that g(x)=1, and let
E� (g) be the fraction of examples x in a random sample of size
m such that g(x)=1. Then

Pr[_g # G : d&(E� (g), E(g))>:]�$

for

m�
8

:2& \2d ln
8e
:&

+ln
8
$+

if G has finite VC-dimension d or

m�
1

:2&
ln

2 |G|
$

195STATISTICAL QUERY ALGORITHM
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if G is finite. The probability is over the random draw of the
sample.

Our goal is to draw a single sample sufficient to ensure
that the d& metric converges uniformly (i.e., for every query
to be estimated) and to use this sample to determine (+, %)
estimates for any query. In order to do this, we prove the
following theorem which relates the d& metric to relative
error estimation in the (+, %) sense. Specifically, it states that
if we bound the d& distance between the true and empirical
values of a query, then the empirical value implies that
either the true value is below the threshold % or the empiri-
cal value itself is a sufficiently accurate estimate (i.e., within
a 1\+ factor).

Theorem 3. If d%�4(P� / , P/)�+�4, then

(1) P� /<%�2 implies that P/<%, and
(2) P� /�%�2 implies that (1&+) P/�P� /�(1++) P/ .

This theorem is an immediate consequence of two lem-
mas which we state here and prove in the Appendix. Our
first lemma essentially shows that if d&(r, s) is sufficiently
``small,'' then if r is ``small'' then s is ``small'' and if r is ``large''
then s is ``large.''

Lemma 1. (\r, s�0) (\%>0) (\+, 0�+�1) if d%�4(r, s)
�+�4, then

1. if r<%�2, then s<%;

2. if r�%�2, then s�%�4.

Our second lemma essentially shows that if s is sufficiently
``large'' and if d&(r, s) is sufficiently ``small,'' then r is a
``good'' approximation of s.

Lemma 2. (\r, s�0) (\&>0) (\+, 0�+�1) if s�&,
then d&(r, s)�+�4 implies that (1&+) s�r�(1++) s.

Combining Theorem 3 with Theorem 2, we have the
following corollary:

Corollary 1. Let Q be a set of queries, and let +
*

and
%
*

be constants. With probability at least 1&$, a single
sample from a noise-free example oracle can be used in order
to correctly answer the request [/, +

*
, %

*
] for every / # Q. If

Q is finite, then a sample of size

m=
64

+2

*
%

*
ln

2 |Q|
$

is sufficient, while if Q has finite VC-dimension q, then a
sample of size

m=
512

+2

*
%

*
\2q ln

128e
+

*
%
*

+ln
8
$+

is sufficient.

Proof. By Theorem 3, in order to correctly answer the
request [/, +

*
, %

*
], it is sufficient to ensure that d%*�4

(P� / , P/)�+
*

�4. By setting &=%
*

�4 and :=+
*

�4 in
Theorem 2, we find that the request [/, +

*
, %

*
] for every

/ # Q can be correctly ascertained using a single sample
whose size is as given above. K

5. SIMULATING RELATIVE ERROR SQ ALGORITHMS

In this section, we give the complexity of simulating
relative error SQ algorithms in the PAC model, in both the
absence and the presence of noise.

5.1. Simulation in the Absence of Noise

The simulation of relative error SQ algorithms in the
noise-free PAC model simply draws one sample and uses
it directly to simulate every query by computing the frac-
tion of examples in the sample for which / is true. The
sample complexity of this simulation follows directly from
Corollary 1.

Theorem 4. If F is learnable by a statistical query
algorithm which makes queries from query space Q with
worst-case relative error +

*
and worst-case threshold %

*
, then

F is PAC learnable with sample complexity

O \ 1
+2

*
%

*
log

|Q|
$ +

when Q is finite or

O \ q
+2

*
%
*

log
1

+
*

%
*

+
1

+2

*
%
*

log
1
$+

when Q has finite VC-dimension q.

Note that this implies that monotone conjunctions can be
learned via relative error statistical queries using a sample
of size O((n�=) log(n�$)), an n�= factor better than that
obtainable via the standard simulation of additive error SQ
algorithms. We note that the sample size required by
additive error SQ algorithms could also be improved by
either accuracy boosting2 or Occam techniques,3 and the
sample complexities obtained would be roughly the same as
given here.

5.2. Simulation in the Presence of Malicious Errors

We next consider the simulation of relative error SQ algo-
rithms in the presence of malicious errors. Decatur [6]
showed that an SQ algorithm can be simulated in the
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2 Set = to a constant and use the additive error SQ algorithm as a ``weak
learner'' in a boosting scheme.

3 Draw a single sample as dictated by Occam's Razor [5], set = to the
inverse of the sample size, and simulate the additive error SQ algorithm
using a uniform distribution over the sample.
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presence of malicious errors with a maximum allowable
error rate which depends on {

*
, the smallest additive error

required by the SQ algorithm. In Theorem 5, we show
that an SQ algorithm can be simulated in the presence of
malicious errors with a maximum allowable error rate
and sample complexity which depend on +

*
and %

*
, the

minimum relative error and threshold required by the SQ
algorithm.

The key to this malicious-error-tolerant simulation is to
draw a large enough sample to ensure that for each query,
the combined error in an estimate due to both the adversary
and the statistical fluctuation on error-free examples is less
than the accuracy required for the query.

Theorem 5. If F is learnable by a statistical query algo-
rithm which uses query space Q with worst-case relative error
+

*
and worst-case threshold %

*
, then F is PAC learnable in

the presence of malicious errors with error rate up to
;=3(+

*
%

*
). The sample complexity required is

O \ 1
+2

*
%

*
log

|Q|
$ +

when Q is finite or

O \ q
+2

*
%

*
log

1
+

*
%
*

+
1

+2

*
%

*
log

1
$+

when Q has finite VC-dimension q.

Proof. We show this result for a model of malicious
errors in which the adversary is at least as powerful as in the
standard model. Here, all m labelled examples are first
drawn in a noise-free manner. Then, m coins are flipped,
each with probability ;.+

*
%

*
�24 of heads, and we let

;� be the number of occurrences of heads divided by m.
The adversary may then corrupt any ;� m of the labelled
examples.

We define P� / to be the fraction of examples in the
uncorrupted sample which satisfy /, and P� ;

/ to be the frac-
tion of examples in the corrupted sample which satisfy /.
The sample size m is chosen sufficiently large to ensure, with
high probability, that ;� �2; and that for all / # Q,
d%*�8(P� / , P/)�+

*
�8. When we apply standard Chernoff

bounds [1], the former condition can be guaranteed
with probability at least 1&$�2 using a sample of size
(72�+

*
%

*
) ln(2�$). When we apply Theorem 2, the latter

condition can be guaranteed with probability at least
1&$�2 using a sample of size (512�+2

*
%

*
) ln(4 |Q|�$) if Q is

finite or

4096
+2

*
%

*
\2q ln

512e
+

*
%

*
+ln

16
$ +

if Q has finite VC-dimension q. Thus, both conditions can be
guaranteed with probability at least 1&$ using the latter

sample complexities.4 Finally, note that the condition
;� �2; implies that for all /, |P� /&P� ;

/ |�;� �+
*

%
*

�12.
The simulation of a given query [/, +, %] first computes

P� ;
/ , the fraction of examples in the (corrupted) sample

which satisfy /. Note that P� ;
/<%

*
�3 implies that P� /<

%
*

�3++
*

%
*

�12<%
*

�2. Since d%*�8(P� / , P/)�+
*

�8 implies
that d%*�4(P� / , P/)�+

*
�4, by Theorem 3 we have P/<%

*
.

In this case, = is returned.
Otherwise, P� ;

/�%
*

�3, in which case P� ;
/ is returned. We

must therefore ensure that this estimate is within a 1\+
*

factor of P/ , or equivalently within an additive \+
*

P/

of P/ . Since P� ;
/�%

*
�3 and ;� �%

*
�12, we know that

P� /�%
*

�4. Since d%*�8(P� / , P/)�+
*

�8 and P� /�%
*

�4, by
Theorem 3 we have P/(1&+

*
�2)�P� /�P/(1++

*
�2).

Therefore,

P/�
%* �4

1++
*

�2
�%

*
�6.

We may now bound the additive difference between P/ and
P� ;

/ as

|P/&P� ;
/ |�|P/&P� / |+|P� /&P� ;

/ |

�P/ } +
*

�2++
*

%
*

�12.

Note that for this difference to be at most +
*

P/ , we must
have

P/ } +
*

�2++
*

%
*

�12�+
*

P/

� P/�%
*

�6,

which has been shown. K

Note that this implies that monotone conjunctions can be
learned in the presence of malicious errors via relative error
statistical queries using a sample of size O((n�=) log(n�$)),
an n�= factor better than that obtainable via standard
additive error statistical queries [6]. The maximum
allowable malicious error rate is 0(=�n), identical to that
achieved by the additive error simulation and optimal with
respect to =.

Another application of Theorem 5 is for learning conjunc-
tions in the presence of malicious errors when there are
many irrelevant attributes. By duality, identical results also
hold for learning disjunctions. We give an algorithm for
learning conjunctions which tolerates a malicious error rate
independent of the number of irrelevant attributes, thus
depending only on the number of relevant attributes and the
desired accuracy. The algorithm is based on a relative error
SQ algorithm and therefore has a sample complexity whose
dependence on = roughly matches the general lower bound

197STATISTICAL QUERY ALGORITHM

4 Note that we have not attempted to optimize the constants in these
bounds.
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for noise-free PAC learning. The relative error SQ algo-
rithm is obtained by appropriate modifications to the
additive error SQ algorithm for this problem [14]. In the
relative error SQ algorithm obtained, +

*
is a constant,

%
*

=0(=�(k log(1�=))) and log |Q|=O(k log n log(1�=)).
These parameters, combined with Theorem 5, yield the
following theorem.

Theorem 6. The class of conjunctions of k literals
over n total variables is PAC learnable with a malicious
error rate of 0(=�(k log(1�=))), and sample complexity of
O((k2�=) log2(1�=) log n+(k�= ) log(1�=) log(1�$)).

Note that this malicious error tolerance is the best known
for this problem (identical to results from additive error SQ
[6]), while the sample complexity is the best known for
achieving this error tolerance (a (k�=) log(1�=) factor better
than results from additive error SQ).

Proof. We construct a PAC algorithm which tolerates
this malicious error by simulating an efficient relative error
SQ algorithm for the problem. The SQ algorithm uses the
set cover approach for learning conjunctions of k literals
[12]. The additive error SQ version of this algorithm is a
conversion from elimination and covering examples to
elimination and covering probabilities of examples [14].
Making use of the additive error SQ algorithm would allow
the malicious error tolerance stated in the theorem, but
would do so using a sample complexity larger than that
stated in the theorem by a factor of (k�=) log(1�=). We there-
fore design a relative error SQ algorithm for learning this
class. A relative error SQ learning algorithm for conjunc-
tions of size k is given in Fig. 1 and we analyze its correct-
ness below.

FIG. 1. Algorithm for learning conjunctions of few relevant variables.

The target function f is a conjunction of k literals.
We construct a hypothesis h which is a conjunction of
r=O(k log(1�=)) literals such that the distribution weight of
misclassified positive examples is at most =�2 and the
distribution weight of misclassified negative examples is also
at most =�2.

First, all literals which could contribute more than =�(2r)
error on the positive examples are eliminated from con-
sideration. This is accomplished in Steps 5�8 in the manner
used by the standard SQ algorithm for conjunctions given
in Section 3.2. Thus, the probability of a false negative is less
than =�2 since of the at most r literals which eventually com-
pose the hypothesis, each contributes at most =�(2r) to this
error.

Next, the negative examples are greedily ``covered'' so
that the distribution weight of misclassified negative exam-
ples is no more than =�2. We say that a literal covers all
negative examples for which this literal is false. We know
that the set of literals of f is a cover of size k for the entire
space of negative examples. In Steps 9�13, we iteratively
construct h by AND-ing new literate such that the distribu-
tion weight of negative examples covered by each new literal
is at least a 1�2k fraction of the distribution weight of
negative examples remaining to be covered.

We demonstrate the correctness of Steps 9�13 as follows.
Given a partially constructed hypothesis hj=vi1

7 vi2
7

} } } 7 vij
, let X &

j be the set of negative examples not covered
by hj ; in other words, X &

j =[x : f (x)=0 7 hj (x)=1]. Let
D&

j be the conditional distribution on X &
j induced by D; in

other words, for any x # X &
j , D&

j (x)=D(x)�D(X &
j ). By

definition, X &
0 is the space of negative examples and D&

0 is
the conditional distribution on X &

0 . We know that the
target literals not yet in hj cover the remaining examples in
X&

j , and therefore there exists a cover of X &
j of size at most k

198 ASLAM AND DECATUR
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Thus there exists at least one literal which covers a set of
negative examples in X &

j whose distribution weight with
respect to D&

j is at least 1�k.
Given hj , for each vi , let /j, i (x, l)=[A | B]=[vi=0 |

l=0 7 hj (x)=1]. Note that P/j, i
is the distribution weight,

with respect to D&
j , of negative examples in X &

j covered by
vi . Thus there exists a literal vi such that P/j, i

is at least 1�k.
To find such a literal, we ask queries of the above form
with relative error 1�3 and threshold 2�3k.5 Since there
exists a literal vi such that P/j, i

�1�k, we are guaranteed
to find some literal vi $ such that the estimate P� /j, i $

is at
least (1�k)(1&1�3)=2�3k. Note that if P� /j, i $

�2�3k, then
P/j, i $

�(2�3k)�(1+1�3)=1�2k. Thus, by AND-ing v i $ with
hj , we are guaranteed to cover a set of negative examples in
X&

j whose distribution weight with respect to D&
j is at least

1�2k. Since the distribution weight, with respect to D&
0 , of

uncovered negative examples is reduced by at least a
(1&1�2k) factor in each iteration, it is easy to show that this
method requires no more than r=2k ln(2�=) iterations to
cover all but a set of negative examples whose distribution
weight, with respect to D&

0 (and therefore with respect to
D), is at most =�2.

We now show how to estimate the conditional probabil-
ity query [A | B] with relative error +=1�3 and threshold
%=2�3k. We estimate both queries which constitute the
standard expansion of the conditional probability: [A | B]
=[A 7 B]�[B]. Appealing to Lemma 15 (in Section 6), we
first estimate [B], the probability that a negative example is
not covered by h, using relative error +�3=1�9 and
threshold =�2. If this estimate is = or at most =�2 } (1&1�9)
=4=�9, then the weight of negative examples misclassified
by h is at most =�2 so we halt and output h. Otherwise we
estimate [A 7 B] with relative error +�3=1�9 and
threshold %�2 } =�2==�6k.

This algorithm uses worst-case relative error +
*

=1�9 and
worst-case threshold %

*
==�(4k ln(2�=)). The size of the

query space Q used by the algorithm may be bounded by
noting that each query is of the form (h 7 vi=1) 7 (l=b)
where b # [0, 1] and h 7 vi contains at most r+1 of the
possible 2n literals. Thus, log |Q|=O(k log(1�=) log n), and
the theorem then follows from Theorem 5. K

Finally, we highlight a property of the SQ algorithm used
in the above proof which contributes to its efficiency and
note that many other SQ algorithms (such as those for
learning decision lists and axis parallel rectangles) naturally
exhibit this property as well. This property allows one to
simulate these SQ algorithms in the PAC model with
malicious errors with roughly optimal malicious error
tolerance and sample complexity. The crucial property is
that for every query, we need only to determine whether P/

falls below some threshold or above some constant fraction

of this threshold. This allows the relative error parameter +
to be a constant in which case we obtain very efficient
malicious-error-tolerant algorithms.

5.3. Simulation in the Presence of Classification Noise

For SQ simulations in the classification noise model, we
improve the standard techniques in multiple ways. We first
introduce a new decomposition of P/ into quantities that
can be estimated directly using the classification noise
example oracle. We then describe a scheme for ``guessing''
the noise rate which is significantly more efficient than the
standard technique. We then describe our strategy or
estimating a single query, which uses no more examples
than the standard estimation and for some classes of
queries, uses significantly fewer examples. We characterize
the number of examples required as a function of
parameters of the query. Finally, we give a technique for
hypothesis testing (required to determine which noise rate
guess was correct) which uses fewer examples than the
standard technique. This improved hypothesis testing is
achieved by generalizing a result of Laird [16].

We begin by giving a new decomposition of P/ into
quantities that may be ``guessed'' or estimated using
the classification noise oracle. Let 7, �, and # be the
standard Boolean operators for AND, exclusive-OR, and
equivalence, respectively. For any query /, we define the
following four queries:

/ �(x, l).(/(x, 0)�/(x, 1))

/#(x, l).(/(x, 0)#/(x, 1))

/1(x, l).(/(x, l) 7 / �(x, l))

/2(x, l).(/(x, l) 7 /#(x, l)).

Note that P/�
and P/#

are the probabilities that / does or
does not depend on the label, respectively, while P/1

and P/2

are the probabilities that /=1 in those respective regions.
Also note that P/=P/1

+P/2
. Finally, for any query /, let

P'
/ be the probability that /=1 with respect to examples

drawn from the noisy example oracle EX '
CN( f, D). Given

the above definitions, we have the following.

Lemma 3.

P/=P'
/2

+
P'

/1
&'P'

/�

1&2'
.

Proof. We first note that P/2
=P'

/2
since /2=/ 7 /#

and /# is only true when the query / does not depend on
the label. Similarly, we note that P/�

=P'
/�

since / � is inde-
pendent of the labels given to examples. Finally, we denote
the conditional probability that a labelled example satisfies

199STATISTICAL QUERY ALGORITHM

5 Note that this is a query for a conditional probability, which must be
determined by the ratio of two unconditional probabilities as shown below.
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query A given that it satisfies query B, in both the absence
and the presence of noise, by PA | B and P'

A | B , respectively.
Now consider the probability P'

/1
; we have

P'
/1

=P'
/ 7 /�

=P'
/ | /�

} P'
/�

=[(1&') } P/ | /�
+' } Pc/ | /�

] } P'
/�

=[(1&') } P/ | /�
+' } (1&P/ | /�

)] } P'
/�

=['+(1&2') } P/ | /�
] } P'

/�

=' } P'
/�

+(1&2') } P/ | /�
P'

/�

=' } P'
/�

+(1&2') } P/ | /�
P/�

=' } P'
/�

+(1&2') } P/ 7 /�

=' } P'
/�

+(1&2') } P/1
.

Solving for P/1
, we obtain P/1

=(P'
/1

&'P'
/�

)�(1&2'). We
therefore have

P/ =P/2
+P/1

=P'
/2

+
P'

/1
&'P'

/�

1&2'
. K

In order to compute an estimate of P/ with (+, %) error,
we determine below how accurately the various quantities
on the right-hand side of the above equation must be
estimated. Best results are achieved if we parameterize the
dependence of P/ on the labels of examples. For any query
[/, +, %], define \ as follows: If P/�

<%, then \=1;
otherwise, \=%�P/�

. Thus, \ is the ratio between % and P/�
for queries with a ``significant'' dependence on the labels of
examples, and \ # [%, 1].

For notational convenience we say that a probability p is
estimated with (:, &) error if the estimate p̂ satisfies
d&( p, p̂)�:. We first state a lemma which allows an (:, &)
error approximation to be decomposed over a sum of two
quantities. The proof of this lemma appears in the
Appendix.

Lemma 4. If d&(a, â)�: and d&(b, b� )�:, then d2&(a+b,
â+b� )�:.

We next state three lemmas which allow an additive
approximation to be decomposed into the product, ratio, or
sum of two quantities. The proofs of these lemmas appear in
the Appendix.

Lemma 5. If 0�a, b, c, {�1 and a=bc, then to obtain
an estimate of a within additive error {, it is sufficient to
obtain estimates of b and c within additive error {�3.

Lemma 6. If 0�a, b, c, {�1 and a=b�c, then to obtain
an estimate of a within additive error {, it is sufficient to
obtain estimates of b and c within additive error c{�3.

Lemma 7. If 0�a, b, c, {�1 and a=b+c, then to
obtain an estimate of a within additive error {, it is sufficient
to obtain estimates of b and c within additive error {�2.

We next state three lemmas which allow conversion
between different types of estimation measures. The proofs
of these lemmas also appear in the Appendix.

Lemma 8. If |a&â|�{=:&, then d&(a, â)�:.

Lemma 9. For all : # [0, 1], if a�& and d&(a, â)�:�4,
then |a&â|�:&.

Lemma 10. If ,=min[1�2, {�(6a)] and da(a, â)�,,
then |a&â|�{.

We now state the main sensitivity analysis lemma. Since
our sample complexity depends on 1�(:2&), we will lower
bound the quantity :2& when necessary. Recall that we use
the following notation to specify d& , relative�threshold and
additive convergence, respectively: ( } , } ) , ( } , } ), and [ } ].

Lemma 11. In order to determine P/ with (+, %) error, it
is sufficient to obtain an estimate of ' with [c1+%(1&2')]
error and to obtain estimates of P'

/2
, P'

/1
, and P'

/�
with

(:1 , &1), (:2 , &2) , and (:3 , &3) error, respectively, where,
for all i, :i , &i # (0, 1) and :2

i &i�c2 +2%\(1&2'b)2, and c1

and c2 are constants.

Proof. In each step of the decomposition, the theorem
or lemma used to derive the implication is noted over the
arrow. A probability followed by a colon and then a preci-
sion measure denotes an estimate of the probability with the
specified precision. The final probability�precision pairs
which are to be guessed or estimated by sampling are boxed:

P/ : (+, %) o
T3 P/ : (+�4, %�4)

o
L4 P/1

: (+�4, %�8) and P/2
: (+�4, %�8)

o
L3 P'

/1
&'P'

/�

1&2'
: (+�4, %�8) and

|P'
/2

: (+�4, %�8)|
o
L8 P'

/1
&''

/�

1&2'
: [+%�32]

o
L6

(P'
/1

&'P'
/�

) : [+%(1&2')�96] and

(1&2') : [+%(1&2')�96]

o
L7 |P'

/1
: [+%(1&2')�192]| and

'P'
/�

: [+%(1&2')�192] and

' : [+%(1&2')�192]

o
L5 |P'

/�
: [+%(1&2')�576]| and

|' : [+%(1&2')�576]| .

200 ASLAM AND DECATUR
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In order to convert the estimate precision for P'
/1

and P'
/�

from additive to d& , we apply Lemmas 9 and 10 as well as
the definition of \.

By Lemma 9, if P'
/�

<%, then (+(1&2')�2304, %) is
sufficient to ensure [+%(1&2')�576]. Note that :2&=
+2%(1&2')2�(2304)2 in this case. Conversely, if P'

/�
�%,

then in order to apply Lemma 10 we must consider the
value of

,=min[1�2, (+%(1&2')�576)�(6 } P'
/�

)]

=min[1�2, (+%(1&2'))�(3456 } P'
/�

)].

Note that since P'
/�

�%, the latter quantity is less than 1�2.
By Lemma 10, we then have that (+%(1&2')�(3456 } P'

/�
),

P'
/�

) is sufficient to ensure [+%(1&2')�576]. Noting again
that P'

/�
�%, we have

:2&=+2%2(1&2')2�(P'
/�

} (3456)2)

=+2%\(1&2')2�(3456)2

in this case. Therefore, :2&�+2%\(1&2')2�(3456)2 in either
case.

Considering P'
/1

, we first note that 'P'
/�

�P'
/1

�
(1&') P'

/�
. By Lemma 9, if P'

/1
<%(1&') then ( +(1&2')�

(768 } (1&')), %(1&')) is sufficient to ensure [+%(1&2')�
192]. Note that :2&=+2%(1&2')2�((768)2 (1&')) in this
case. Conversely, if P'

/1
�%(1&') then P'

/�
�%. In order to

apply Lemma 10 we must consider the value of

,=min[1�2, (+%(1&2')�192)�(6 } P'
/1

)]

=min[1�2, (+%(1&2'))�(1152 } P'
/1

)].

As before, the latter quantity is less than 1�2. By Lemma 10,
we then have that ( +%(1&2')�(1152 } P'

/1
), P'

/1
) is sufficient

to ensure [+%(1&2')�192]. Noting again that P'
/1

�
(1&') P'

/�
and P'

/�
�%, we have

:2&=+2%2(1&2')2�(P'
/1

} (1152)2)

�+2%2(1&2')2�((1&') P'
/�

} (1152)2)

=+2%\(1&2')2�((1&') } (1152)2)

in this case. Therefore, :2&�+2%\(1&2')2�((1&') }
(1152)2�+2%\(1&2')2�(1152)2 in either case.

Thus, it is sufficient to estimate ' with [+%(1&2')�576]
error and to estimate P'

/2
, P'

/1
, and P'

/�
with (:, &) error

such that, in each case, :2&�+2%\(1&2')2�(3456)2. Note
that we have not attempted to optimize the constants in this
bound. K

In order to make use of this decomposition, we run the
SQ algorithm multiple times, each with a different guess for
the unknown noise rate '. A specific run of the algorithm

uses this guess and computes accurate estimates of P'
/2

, P'
/1

,
and P'

/�
for each / requested. On any run in which the noise

rate guess is sufficiently accurate, by the correctness of the
SQ algorithm, the hypothesis output is =-good. By making
a set of noise rate guesses such that at least one is sufficiently
accurate, we obtain a set of hypotheses, at least one of which
is =-good.6 The following lemma states how many noise rate
guesses are sufficient.

Lemma 12. For all #, 'b<1�2, there exists a sequence of
'-guesses ['0 , '1 , ..., 'i] where i=O((1�#) log(1�(1&2'b)))
such that for all ' # [0, 'b], there exists an 'j which satisfies
|'&'j |�#(1&2').

Proof. The sequence is constructed as follows. Let
'0=0 and consider how to determine 'j from 'j&1 . The
value 'j&1 is a valid estimate for all '�' j&1 which satisfy
'&'j&1�#(1&2'). Solving for ', we find that 'j&1 is a
valid estimate for all ' # ['j&1 , ('j&1+#)�(1+2#)]. Now
consider an 'j�'>('j&1+#)�(1+2#). The value ' j is a
valid estimate for all '�'j which satisfy 'j&'�#(1&2').
Solving for ', we find that 'j is a valid estimate for all
' # [('j&#)�(1&2#), ' j]. To ensure that either 'j&1 or 'j is
a valid estimate for any ' # ['j&1 , 'j], we set

'j&1+#

1+2#
=

'j&#

1&2#
.

Solving for 'j in terms of 'j&1 , we obtain

'j=
1&2#
1+2#

'j&1+
2#

1+2#
.

Substituting #$=2#�(1+2#), we obtain the recurrence

'j=(1&2#$) 'j&1+#$.

Note that if #<1�2, then #$<1�2 as well.
By constructing '-guesses using this recurrence, we

ensure that for all ' # [0, 'i], at least one of ['0 , ..., ' i] is a
valid estimate. Solving this recurrence, we find that

'i=#$ :
i&1

j=0

(1&2#$) j+'0(1&2#$) i.

Since '0=0 and we are only concerned with '�'b , we may
bound the number of guesses required by finding the
smallest i which satisfies

#$ :
i&1

j=0

(1&2#$) j�'b .
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6 We shall actually desire an =�2-good hypothesis and therefore run the
SQ algorithm with accuracy parameter =�2.
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Given that

#$ :
i&1

j=0

(1&2#$) j=#$
1&(1&2#$) i

1&(1&2#$)

=
1&(1&2#$) i

2

we need (1&2#$) i�1&2'b . Solving for i, we find that any

i�ln
1

1&2'b<ln
1

1&2#$

is sufficient. Using the fact that 1�x>1�ln(1�(1&x)) for all
x # (0, 1), we have

i=
1

2#$
ln

1
1&2'b

=
1+2#

4#
ln

1
1&2'b

as an upper bound on the number of guesses required. K

We next show how many examples are required to
estimate the values of P'

/2
, P'

/1
, and P'

/�
within their

required tolerances for every query /. Note that in order to
apply Theorem 2 directly, we must use the individual worst-
case :

*
and &

*
. Yet, the quantity :2

*
&
*

is smaller than our
lower bound, for all queries, on :2& shown in Lemma 11.
However, we may use this improved lower bound by
modifying the result of Theorem 2 to ensure uniform con-
vergence for all (:i , &i) satisfying :2

i &i�z.

Lemma 13. Let G be a set of [0, 1]-valued functions and
for a given g # G, let E(g) be the probability of drawing an
example x such that g(x)=1, and let E� (g) be the fraction of
examples x in a random sample of size m such that g(x)=1.
Then for any z # (0, 1) and for all :, & such that :2&�z

Pr[_g # G : d&(E� (g), E(g))>:]�$

for m�(16�z)(2d ln(16e�z)+ln(8Wlg(1�z)X�$)) if G has
finite VC-dimension d or m�(2�z) ln(2 |G| Wlg(1�z)X�$)
if G is finite. The probability is over the random draw of the
sample.

Proof. We first note the fact that for all :$�: and &$�&,
d&$(r, s)�:$ implies that d&(r, s)�:. Our strategy is as
follows: To ensure uniform convergence for all possible
(:, &) subject to the constraint that :, & # (0, 1) and :2&�z,
we construct a finite set of (:i , &i) pairs such that for any
(:, &) there exists an appropriate (:i , &i) pair where :i<:
and &i�&. We then draw a sample of sufficient size to ensure
uniform convergence for each of these (:i , &i) pairs. Our
sequence of pairs is

(:i , &i)=(2&(i+1)�2, z2i)

for 0�i<Wlg 1�zX.

Consider any (:, &) subject to the constraints :, & # (0, 1)
and :2&�z. Since :<1 and :2&�z, we have &>z=&0 . Let
&i be the largest element of our constructed sequence such
that &i<&; thus, &i<&�&i+1 . Since :2�z�& and &�&i+1 ,
we have

:2�z�&i+1=z�(z2 i+1)=2&(i+1)=:2
i .

Thus, :i�: and &i<&, and so (:, &) convergence is implied
by (:i , &i) convergence. Since &>1, we need only ensure
uniform convergence for (:i , &i) for 0�i<Wlg 1�zX. To
ensure uniform convergence for all of these Wlg 1�zX pairs
with probability at least 1&$, we allocate $�Wlg 1�zX prob-
ability of failure to the uniform convergence with respect to
each pair. The final sample complexities are obtained from
Theorem 2 by noting that 1�:2

i &i=2�z for all i. K

Now, let \
*

be a lower bound on \ for every query
[/, +, %], \

*
# [%

*
, 1], and note that the VC-dimension

and size of our new query space (composed of queries of the
form /1 , /2 , and / � ) are only increased by constant
factors.7 We then have the following:

Lemma 14. Let Q be a set of queries. With probability at
least 1&$, we can use a single sample from a classification
noise oracle in order to properly estimate P'

/2
, P'

/1
, and P'

/�

for every / # Q. If Q is finite, then a sample of size

m=O \ 1
+2

*
%

*
\

*
(1&2'b)2

_log \ |Q|
$

log
1

+
*

%
*

\
*

(1&2'b)++
is sufficient, while if Q has finite VC-dimension q, then a
sample of size

m=O\ q
+2

*
%

*
\

*
(1&2'b)2 log

1
+

*
%

*
\

*
(1&2'b)

+
1

+2

*
%

*
\

*
(1&2'b)2 log

1
$+

is sufficient.

If the probabilities are estimated accurately and some
'-guess is sufficiently close to ', then some run of the SQ
algorithm should have produced a ``good'' hypothesis. We
are then left with the task of finding this good hypothesis
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7 It is clear that the size of the query space is only increased by a constant
factor since we create and use exactly three queries corresponding to each
query / : /� , /1 , and /2 . To see that the VC-dimension is also only
increased by a constant factor, we note that each new query created is a
constant size Boolean function of the original query and�or ``restrictions''
of the original query.
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among those produced. Assume that we have run our SQ
algorithms with an accuracy parameter =$==�2. Then we
can find some =-good hypothesis through the use of
Theorem 8 below. Theorem 8 is based on Theorem 7, a
generalization of a theorem due to Laird [16]. Implicit in
Laird's Theorem 5.32, there are two important parameters
which determine the number of labelled examples sufficient
to perform hypothesis testing between two hypotheses using
any type of (possibly noisy) example oracle EX*( f, D).
These parameters are (1) t, the probability of drawing a
labelled example on which the two hypotheses disagree; and
(2) :, the conditional probability, given that the hypotheses
disagree with each other, that the hypothesis with larger
true error agrees with the label.

Theorem 7. Let h1 and h2 be hypotheses with error rates
=1<=2 , respectively, with respect to EX( f, D). Let t be the
probability of drawing a labelled example (x, l) from
EX*( f, D) such that h1(x){h2(x). Let : be the conditional
probability of drawing a labelled example (x, l) from
EX*( f, D) such that h2(x)=l given that h1(x){h2(x). Then
with probability at least 1&$, h1 agrees with more labelled
examples than h2 does on a sample of size

m=O \ log(1�$)
t(1&2:)2+

drawn randomly from EX*( f, D).

Proof. Laird [16, Thm. 5.32] compares a perfect
hypothesis with one of error =, does so specifically for a
classification noise oracle, and in doing so shows that for the
value m stated in Theorem 7, the following inequality holds:

:
m

k=0
_\m

k+ tk(1&t)m&k :
wk�2x

i=0
\k

i + (1&:) i :k&i&�$.

We then observe that the left side of the above inequality is
the exact probability that h2 agrees with at least as many
examples as h1 does for the conditions and definitions of
Theorem 7. K

Theorem 8. Let H be a set of hypotheses, at least one of
which has error rate at most =1 . Let =2 be any error rate
strictly larger than =1 . Then the hypothesis in H which has
the fewest disagreements on a labelled sample of size

O \ =1+=2

(=2&=1)2 (1&2'b)2 log
|H|

$ +
drawn from EX '

CN( f, D) will, with probability at least 1&$,
have true error rate at most =2 .

Proof. It is enough to show that the hypothesis with
error rate at most =1 performs better than any of the at most

|H|&1 hypotheses with error rate more than =2 . Without
loss of generality, consider hypothesis h1 with error rate =1

and h2 with error rate =2 . We first calculate t and : for
EX '

CN( f, D) and these hypotheses. Let d be the probability
of drawing an example x according to D on which
h1(x)=h2(x){ f (x). Let t1 be the probability of drawing a
labelled example (x, l) from EX '

CN( f, D) in which
h1(x){h2(x)=l. Similarly, let t2 be the probability of
drawing a labelled example (x, l) from EX '

CN( f, D) in
which h2(x){h1(x)=l. Probabilities t1 , t2 , and d are with
respect to the draw of x or (x, l) and any randomization
in h1 or h2 . We then have

t1=(=1&d )(1&')+(=2&d ) '

t2=(=2&d )(1&')+(=1&d ) '

and

t=t1+t2==1+=2&2d.

The value of : is simply t1 �t, and therefore t&1(1&2:)&2=
t(t&2t1)&2. The sample complexity in this theorem then
follows from Theorem 7 by allocating $�( |H|&1) probabil-
ity of failure to each comparison. K

Note that in our case, =1==�2 and =2==, and thus
(=1+=2)�(=2&=1)2=3(1�=), while |H| corresponds to the
number of noise rate guesses which is

O \ 1
+

*
%

*
log

1
1&2'b+ .

Thus, the sample size required for testing is

m2=O \ 1
=(1&2'b)2 log \ 1

$+
*

%
*

log
1

1&2'b++ . (1)

Combining the sample complexities for estimating
queries and hypothesis testing, and noting that +

*
%
*

=O(=)
(by combining the proof of Theorem 1 with a theorem of
Kearns [14]), we obtain the following:

Theorem 9. The total sample complexity required to
simulate an SQ algorithm in the presence of classification
noise is

O \log(1�( +
*

%
*

))
=(1&2'b)2 +

log( |Q| log(1�( +
*

%
*

\
*

(1&2'b)))�$)
+2

*
%

*
\

*
(1&2'b)2 +

=O� \ log( |Q|�$)
+2

*
%

*
\

*
(1&2'b)2+
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when Q is finite, or

O \q log(1�( +
*

%
*

\
*

(1&2'b)))+log(1�$)
+2

*
%

*
\

*
(1&2'b)2 +

=O� \ q+log(1�$)
+2

*
%

*
\

*
(1&2'b)2+

when Q has finite VC-dimension q.

When Theorem 9 is applied to the algorithm for learning
monotone conjunctions described in Section 3.2, we find
that monotone conjunctions can be learned in the presence of
classification noise via relative error statistical queries using a
sample of size O� ((n2�(=2(1&2'b)2)) log(1�$)). Note that this
is the same sample complexity that can be obtained via a
simulation of the appropriate additive error SQ learning algo-
rithm. Our relative error SQ learning algorithm for conjunc-
tions does not give an improved simulation, and it is an open
question as to whether an algorithm exists for conjunctions
using a number of examples roughly linear in 1�=. However, as
we next describe, some natural relative error SQ algorithms
can be simulated with this linear dependence.

The class S of symmetric functions over the domain
[0, 1]n is the set of all Boolean functions f for which
H(x)=H( y) implies f (x)= f ( y), where H(x) represents
that number of components which are 1 in the Boolean
vector x. Note that there are 2n+1 functions in S and that
the VC-dimension of S is n+1.

This class has a very simple relative error SQ algorithm
with |Q|=O(n), +

*
=0(1), %

*
=0(=�n), and \

*
=0(1).

Therefore, the classification noise simulation of this algo-
rithm uses only O� ((n�(=(1&2'b)2)) log(1�$)) examples, while
the simulation of the standard additive error SQ algorithm
uses O� ((n2�(=2(1&2'n)2)) log(1�$)) examples. Note that
our sample complexity roughly matches the lower bound of
0((n�(=(1&2')2)) log(1�$)) [3]. This is the first non-trivial
(i.e., superpolynomial-sized) class to be shown learnable in
the presence of classification noise using a sample com-
plexity whose dependence on = is o(1�=2). The relative error
SQ algorithm achieving this bound is given in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Relative error SQ algorithm for learning symmetric functions.

For each i, the first loop queries the estimate of pi , the
probability of drawing instances with i number of 1's. Only
those i which occur rarely enough (<=�(n+1)) are ignored
in the second round of queries and given default predictions
of 0. The only error of the hypothesis will be due to these
rare examples. The remaining i 's are each tested to see
whether they are labelled 1 or 0. The value qi will equal 0 if
the label of these instances is 0 or pi if the label of these
instances is 1. Note that in Line 6, 0< p̂i } 2�3� pi and qi is
either 0 or pi . Thus q̂i=0 or = if the label is 0 while q̂i>0
and not = if the label is 1. The only queries which depend
on the label, and therefore determine \, are those in the
second loop in which % is within a constant factor of P/�

,
implying that \=0(1).

6. GENERAL BOUNDS ON THE COMPLEXITY OF
RELATIVE ERROR STATISTICAL QUERY LEARNING

In this section we show general upper bounds on the com-
plexity of relative error statistical query learning. We do so
by applying accuracy boosting techniques [10, 11, 18] and
specifically, these techniques as applied in the statistical
query model [2].

Theorem 10. If a concept class F is SQ learnable by an
algorithm A using hypothesis class H, then F is SQ
learnable with O(N0 log2(1�=)) queries, each with threshold
0( +0%0 =� log(1�=)) and relative error 0( +0). The complexity
of the requisite query space, Q$, is

log |Q$|=O \log |Q0 |+log
1
=

log |H0 |+
when Q0 and H0 are finite, or

VC(Q$)=O \VC(Q0)+VC(H0) } log
1
=

log log
1
=+

when Q0 and H0 have finite VC-dimension. Here N0 , +0 , %0 ,
Q0 , and H0 are the number of queries, worst-case relative

204 ASLAM AND DECATUR
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error, worst-case threshold, query space, and hypothesis class,
respectively, of algorithm A run with a constant (e.g., 1�4)
accuracy parameter. Note that N0 , +0 , %0 , Q0 , and H0 are
independent of =.

Proof. We begin by proving some useful lemmas which
allow us to decompose relative estimates of ratios and sums.

Lemma 15. Let a=b�c where 0�a, b, c�1. If an
estimate of a is desired with ( +, %) error provided that c�8,
then it is sufficient to estimate c with ( +�3, 8) error and b
with +�3, %8�2) error.

Proof. If the estimate ĉ is = or less than 8(1&+�3), then
c<8. Therefore an estimate for a is not required, and we
may halt. Otherwise ĉ�8(1&+�3), and therefore c�
8(1&+�3)�(1++�3)�8�2 since +�1. If the estimate b� is
=, then b<%8�2. Therefore a=b�c<%, so we may answer
â==. Otherwise, b� and ĉ are estimates of b and c, each
within a 1\+�3 factor. It follows that b� �ĉ is within a 1\+
factor of a. K

Lemma 16. Let s=� p izi where the [ pi] are known,
0�s, pi , zi�1 and �i pi�1. If an estimate of s is desired
with ( +, %) error, then it is sufficient to estimate each zi with
( +�3, +%�3) error.

Proof. Let B=[i: estimate of zi is =], E=[i: estimate
of zi is ẑi], sB=�B pizi , and sE=�E pi zi . Note that
sB<+%�3. Let ŝE=�E pi ẑi . If ŝE<%(1&+�3)2 then we
return =; otherwise we return ŝE .

If ŝE<%(1&+�3)2, then sE<%(1&+�3). But in this case
s=sE+sB<%(1&+�3)+%+�3=%, so we are correct in
returning =.

Otherwise we return ŝE which is at least %(1&+�3)2. If
B=<, then it is easy to see that ŝE is within a 1\+�3 (and
therefore 1\+) factor of s. Otherwise, we are implicitly set-
ting ẑi=0 for each i # B, and therefore it is enough to show
that ŝE�s(1&+).

Since ŝE � %(1 & +�3)2, we have sE � %(1 & +�3)2�
(1++�3). Using the fact that for all +�1, (1&+�3)�
(1++�3)�1�2, we have sE�%(1&+�3)�2. If ŝE�
(%+�3+sE)(1&+), then ŝE�s(1&+) since sB<%+�3 and
s=sB+sE . But since ŝE�sE (1&+�3), this condition holds
when sE (1&+�3)�(%+�3+sE)(1&+). Solving for sE , this
final condition holds when sE�%(1&+�3)�2, which we have
shown to be true whenever an estimate is returned. K

Aslam and Decatur [2] show that given an SQ learning
algorithm A, one can construct a very efficient SQ
algorithm by combining the output of O(log(1�=)) runs of A.
Each run of A is made with respect to a different distribution
and uses accuracy parameter ==1�4. Each run makes at
most N0 queries, each with relative error no smaller than +0

and threshold no smaller than %0 . In run i+1, the algorithm
makes queries of the form STAT( f, Di+1)[/(x, f (x))],
where Di+1 is a distribution based on D. Since the learning

algorithm only has access to a statistics oracle for D, it is
shown that a query with respect to Di+1 may be written in
terms of new queries with respect to D as8

STAT( f, Di+1)[/(x, f (x))]

=
�w

j=0 *w
j } STAT( f, D)[/(x, f (x)) 7 /w

j (x, f (x))]

�w
j=0 *w

j } STAT( f, D)[/w
j (x, f (x))]

.

In the above equation, w�i, the values *w
j # [0, 1] are

known, and �j *w
j �1. It is also the case that if the

denominator of the right-hand side of the above equation is
less than 8=0(=� log(1�=)), then the query need not be
estimated. Using Lemmas 15 and 16, it is easy to show that
a ( +, %) query to STAT( f, Di+1) can be estimated by
making queries to STAT( f, D) with relative error at least
+0 �9 and threshold at least +0 %08�18. Since a query with
respect to Di+1 requires O(i) queries with respect to D, the
total number of queries made is O(N0 log2(1�=)). K

Combining the above general upper bounds for relative
error SQ with the noise-free and noise-tolerant PAC simula-
tions given in Section 5, we have the following corollaries
stating general upper bounds on the sample complexity of
the PAC simulations of relative error SQ algorithms.

Corollary 2. If F is SQ learnable, then F is PAC
learnable with a sample complexity whose dependence on = is
O� (1�=).

Corollary 3. If F is SQ learnable, then F is PAC
learnable in the presence of malicious errors. The dependence
on = of the maximum allowable error rate is 0� (=), while the
dependence on = of the required sample complexity is O� (1�=).

Corollary 4. If F is SQ learnable, then F is PAC
learnable in the presence of classification noise. The
dependence on = and 'b of the required sample complexity is
O� (1�(=2(1&2'b)2)).

Corollary 2 implies that any class learnable by statistical
queries can be learned by simulating relative error statistical
queries using a sample size whose dependence on = is
roughly optimal, whereas the use of additive error statistical
queries yielded an additional factor of 1�=.

In Corollary 3, these bounds are within logarithmic
factors of both the O(=) maximum allowable malicious error
rate [15] and the 0(1�=) lower bound on the sample
complexity for noise-free PAC learning [9]. We also note
that in this malicious-error-tolerant PAC simulation, the
sample, time, space, and hypothesis size complexities are
asymptotically identical to the corresponding complexities
in our noise-free PAC simulation.
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8 It is further shown that the complexity of this new query space is as
given in the statement of Theorem 10.
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For the case of classification noise, Corollary 4 is identical
to the corresponding result obtained by additive error
statistical queries. Thus, although an improvement with
respect to = is not made for every learning problem, the
improvements made by relative error SQ for specific
problems do not come at the expense of losses in general
upper bounds.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have defined the relative error statistical query model
and shown that ``efficient'' relative error statistical query
algorithms can be simulated in the PAC model very
efficiently. By the boosting results of the previous section,
we have further shown that such efficient relative error
statistical query algorithms are guaranteed to exist (so long
as an SQ algorithm exists).

A primary advantage of the relative error statistical query
model is that it allows one to create a single (Rel-SQ) algo-
rithm and be guaranteed highly efficient learning algorithms
in the absence of noise, in the presence of malicious errors,
and in the presence of classification noise. Our simulations
in the absence of noise and in the presence of malicious
errors are roughly optimal. In the presence of classification
noise, our simulation is no worse than similar simulations
for the additive error statistical query model, and under cer-
tain conditions (\=0(1)), our simulation can be roughly
optimal. We have shown a non-trivial learning problem for
which a simulation in the presence of classification noise
yields a roughly optimal sample complexity. An interesting
problem left open by this work would be to characterize
those problems for which it is possible to learn in the
presence of classification noise with a o(1�=2) sample com-
plexity. A characterization of those problems for which
\=0(1) would be one such solution.

APPENDIX

In this Appendix, we give proofs for a number of technical
lemmas used throughout the paper.

A.1. Proof of Lemmas 1 and 2

We begin by noting the following properties about the d&

metric:

Claim 1. (\r, s�0) (\&>0) (\:, 0�:<1) if d&(r, s)
�:, then

r�
1+:
1&:

s+
:

1&:
& (2)

r�
1&:
1+:

s&
:

1+:
& (3)

s�
1+:
1&:

r+
:

1&:
& (4)

s�
1&:
1+:

r&
:

1+:
& (5)

Proof. If d&(r, s)�:, then |r&s|�:(&+r+s). This
implies

r�s+:(&+r+s)

� r&:r�s+:s+:&

� r�
1+:
1&:

s+
:

1&:
&

r�s&:(&+r+s)

� r+:r�s&:s&:&

� r�
1&:
1+:

s&
:

1+:
&.

Equations (4) and (5) follow immediately since the d& metric
is symmetric in its arguments. K

Lemma 1. (\r, s�0) (\%>0) (\+, 0�+�1) if d%�4(r, s)
�+�4, then

1. if r<%�2, then s<%;

2. if r�%�2, then s�%�4.

Proof. Assume that r<%�2. From Eq. (4) we have

s�
1++�4
1&+�4

r+
+�4

1&+�4
%�4

<
1++�4
1&+�4

%�2+
+�4

1&+�4
%�4

�
1+1�4
1&1�4

%�2+
1�4

1&1�4
%�4

=% } 11�12

<%.

Now assume that r�%�2. From Eq. (5), we have

s�
1&+�4
1++�4

r&
+�4

1++�4
%�4

�
1&+�4
1++�4

%�2&
+�4

1++�4
%�4

�
1&1�4
1+1�4

%�2&
1�4

1+1�4
%�4

=%�4. K
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Lemma 2. (\r, s�0) (\&>0) (\+, 0�+�1) if s�&,
then d&(r, s)�+�4 implies that (1&+) s�r�(1++) s.

Proof. From Eq. (2), we have

r�
1++�4
1&+�4

s+
+�4

1&+�4
&

�
1++�4
1&+�4

s+
+�4

1&+�4
s

=
1++�2
1&+�4

s

=\1+
3+�4

1&+�4+ s

�\1+
3+�4

1&1�4+ s

=(1++) s.

From Eq. (3), we have

r�
1&+�4
1++�4

s&
+�4

1++�4
&

�
1&+�4
1++�4

s&
+�4

1++�4
s

=
1&+�2
1++�4

s

=\1&
3+�4

1++�4+ s

�(1&3+�4) s

�(1&+) s. K

A.2. Proof of Lemmas 4 through 10

Lemma 4. If d&(a, â)�: and d&(b, b� )�:, then d2&(a+b,
â+b� )�:.

Proof. From the conditions d&(a, â)�: and d&(b, b� )�:,
we have

|a&â|�:(&+a+â)

|b&b� |�:(&+b+b� ).

Using the triangle inequality and the above inequalities, we
have

|(a+b)&(â+b� )|=|(a&â)+(b&b� )|

�|a&â|+|b&b� |

�:(2&+(a+b)+(â+b� )),

which proves the lemma. K

Lemma 5. If 0�a, b, c, {�1 and a=bc, then to obtain
an estimate of a within additive error {, it is sufficient to
obtain estimates of b and c within additive error {�3.

Lemma 6. If 0�a, b, c, {�1 and a=b�c, then to obtain
an estimate of a within additive error {, it is sufficient to
obtain estimates of b and c within additive error c{�3.

Lemma 7. By 0�a, b, c, {�1 and a=b+c, then to
obtain an estimate of a within additive error {, it is sufficient
to obtain estimates of b and c within additive error {�2.

Proof. For Lemma 6, we must show that (b+c{�3)�
(c&c{�3)�a+{ and (b&c{�3)�(c+c{�3)�a&{. These
two inequalities may be verified as follows:

b+c{�3
c&c{�3

=
a+{�3
1&{�3

=(a+{�3) \1+
{�3

1&{�3+
�(a+{�3) \1+

{�3
1&1�3+

=(a+{�3)(1+{�2)

=a+a{�2+{�3+{2�6

�a+{,

b&c{�3
c+c{�3

=
a&{�3
1+{�3

=(a&{�3) \1&
{�3

1+{�3+
�(a&{�3)(1&{�3)

=a&a{�3&{�3+{2�9

�a&{.

Lemmas 5 and 7 are proven similarly. K

Lemma 8. If |a&â|�{=:&, then d&(a, â)�:.

Proof. From the condition |a&â|�:&, we have |a&â|
�:(&+a+â), which implies the lemma. K

Lemma 9. For all : # [0, 1], if a�& and d&(a, â)�:�4,
then |a&â|�:&.

Proof. From the condition d&(a, â)�:�4 we have |a&â|
�:�4 } (&+a+â). Given that a�&, we have |a&â|�
:�4 } (&+&+2&)=:&, provided that â�2&. In order to
show that â�2&, we note that |a&â|�:�4 } (&+a+â)
yields

â�a+:�4 } (&+a+â).
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Solving for â, we obtain

â�
a+:�4 } (&+a)

1&:�4
.

The right-hand side of the above inequality is maximized
when :=1 and a=&. We therefore have

â�
&+1�4 } (2&)

1&1�4
=

3�2 } &
3�4

=2&. K

Lemma 10. If ,=min[1�2, {�(6a)] and da(a, â)�,, then
|a&â|�{.

Proof. Since ,�1�2, the condition da(a, â)�, implies
that |a&â|�1�2 } (a+a+â), which yields

â�a+1�2 } (a+a+â).

Solving for â, we obtain â�4a. Since we also have
,�{�(6a), the condition da(a, â)�, also implies that
|a&â|�{�(6a) } (a+a+â). But since â�4a, this implies
the lemma. K
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